Densifying low-power/small base stations (SBSs) in support of overlaid macro BSs (MBS) is getting significant consideration as a viable solution for meeting the rapidly increasing capacity demands of emerging wireless networks. Given the disparity in transmit power of BS tiers, load balancing strategies have achieved paramount importance as they ensure balance of user access load amongst BS tiers and assist in availing maximum potential of multi-tier networks. Moreover, it is also essential to utilize efficient interference management schemes to account for the excessively increasing interference in the deployed networks. There is a plethora of literature available on the analysis of dense multi-tier networks that undertake various load balancing and interference management mechanisms but they are strictly limited to single slope (SS) path loss model (PLM). Furthermore, it is also well-known in literature that SS-PLM leads to inaccuracies in estimating the performance of dense networks owing to the simplistic approach of estimating the path loss. To overcome the limitations of SS-PLM, in our work, we have employed DS-PLM to study and analyze the performance of a two-tier dense cellular network that permits flexible user association using SBS biasing in conjunction with a simple frequency reuse mechanism. A comparison of SS-PLM with DS-PLM is performed for tier association probability and coverage probability, which shows that there is significant difference in the estimated overall network performance of our proposed scheme, as compared to SS-PLM. The results clearly signify the benefits of utilizing both load balancing and interference management mechanisms under DS-PLM, and give critical design insights for finding optimal parametric values in cellular planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed an exponential increase in mobile data traffic, owing primarily to the drastic rise in the demand of smart devices supporting numerous high data rate applications. According to [1] , mobile data traffic is expected to reach a mammoth 49 Exabytes per month by year 2021 in which video streaming is expected to account for 78%
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mostafa Zaman Chowdhury . of the total traffic. This exponential rise in the demand of wireless data has lead to an evolution of cellular networks into a stage where single base station (BS) based system has approximately reached its optimum capacity limits as governed by the principles of information theory. In the last decade, deploying abundant low-power or small BSs (SBSs) to complement the conventional macro BSs (MBSs) has been considered a feasible approach to address the explosive data deluge [2] . Hence, transforming the conventional cellular networks into dense and irregular networks, i.e., heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs) [3] . HCNs offer notable improvements in the overall network performance by coping up with this data deluge by permitting integration of technologies, network architectures, disparity in cell sizes, and/or frequency bands [4] .
The conventional (homogeneous) networks involved only macro cells in which MBSs usually transmitted with equal power while their locations were also relatively regular thus restricting interference from affecting system performance. Moreover, this schematic strategy of regular placement and uniform power transmission also ensured equal load on all BSs and thus load balancing was not required explicitly. The heterogeneity associated with HCNs necessitates revising the traditional strategies of cellular planning and deployment as it features multiple BSs of varying cell sizes, transmission powers, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) thresholds, spatial densities, path loss exponents (PLEs) and carried traffic load [5] .
A. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
The disparity in transmit power of MBSs and SBSs overburdens the macro tier as most user entities (UEs) receive better strength of received signal from its nearest MBS and thus associate themselves with the macro tier. To exploit maximum potential of HCNs, it is vital to address the issue of load balancing at cell association stage [6] , [7] . Offloading UEs to lightly loaded tiers is highly desirable and there are numerous techniques available in literature to effectively offload traffic to smaller tiers [8] - [11] . The most commonly adopted strategy is based on static cell biasing in which UEs are successfully offloaded to lightly loaded tiers with the help of biased received signals. Although, cell range of SBSs can be artificially increased by increasing the bias factor but it is equally important to maintain sufficient signal quality from the perspective of UEs as well [12] .
Besides inter-tier load balancing problem in HCNs, the densification of SBSs also leads to an excessive increase in the network interference which significantly impacts the user experience [13] , [14] . The interference in HCNs has been extensively studied in literature [15] - [20] , and references therein. The conventional cellular systems generally encountered two types of interference, i.e., co-channel and adjacent channel. Dealing with inter-cell interference mostly required controlling the usage of frequencies over various channels in a network. On the contrary in HCNs, besides co-channel and adjacent channel interference, random deployment of densified SBSs and their access strategies also play their part in making it a non-trivial problem. The inter-tier interference can be removed by dedicating frequency channels for SBSs but given limited spectrum and its effective utilization, the cellular operators prefer sharing over partitioning of the spectrum [21] - [25] .
In conventional cellular networks, the randomness associated with positioning of MBSs was minimal as MBSs were positioned after careful planning usually based on the traffic density and coverage issues in any area. The addition of SBSs, and specially those deployed by users (for instance the femto BSs) intensifies the randomness in BS locations which makes the analysis of HCNs more involving. The performance of HCNs is sensitive to BS locations as important metrics like tier association probability (T-AP), outage probability (OP) and data rate are dependent on it. Numerous baseline models focusing on BS locations have been proposed in the literature to analyze the performance of cellular networks, e.g, Wyner and hexagonal grid models. Given the simplicity of these models and increasing randomness of SBS distributions, analyzing the performance of HCNs using them is not suitable [26] , [27] . Similarly, system level simulations have also been utilized for analyzing and deriving intuitions for cellular networks design in realistic conditions but they are renowned to be extremely time consuming, error-prone and require exhaustive repetitions to account for randomness. On the contrary, stochastic geometry based models successfully capture multiple sources of randomness (like spatial, channel etc) associated with various types of wireless networks while providing thorough understanding of their behavior and important characteristics [28] .
Nowadays, stochastic geometry is largely considered as the de facto mathematical tool for analyzing the performance of wireless networks. Andrews et al. in their seminal work proposed a mathematical framework based on DL received SINR for the analysis of cellular networks using stochastic geometry [29] . Their work is limited to a single-tier case only, as a result, inter-tier interference and load balancing issues are not addressed in it. Extending [29] to a multitier HCN scenario in which tiers had disparity in transmit power, BS density and data rate [30] , the authors have performed coverage and rate analysis. Their proposed model is a baseline model for analyzing the performance of HCNs and thus its validity is limited in many aspects. For instance, the analysis is defined for SINR thresholds > 0 dB, it further lacks steering of UEs to lightly loaded tiers while assuming a unity frequency reuse factor as well. The authors in [31] proposed an improved model of HCN which permits flexible cell association to UEs while providing additional insights on important performance metrics like T-AP and average load per tier but their work is also limited to a unity reuse factor. Moreover, it has also been highlighted that although biasing helps in reducing the UE access load from macro tier but it is achieved at the cost of degraded network performance.
Dhillon et al. extended the analysis presented in [30] by subtly tweaking the UE association strategy (AS) for incorporating both load balancing and interference avoidance perspective in it [32] . A pronounced improvement is observed in the overall performance of the two-tier network when both load balancing and interference avoidance have been jointly considered. Similarly, the authors in [33] have investigated the potential of employing fractional frequency reuse in conjunction with UE offloading and have observed enhancement in the network performance. It is interesting to note that although the authors have assumed different UE-AS in [30] - [33] but the derived expressions for SINR distributions are found to be independent of network density in interference dominant and fully loaded HCNs. This independence of CP inferences that the cellular operators may freely densify their infrastructures as the increase in interference is counterbalanced by the improved received power at the UEs. Contrarily, this SINR invariance law has come under severe scrutiny in the recent times as researchers have found SBSs densification to be beneficial but only within certain limits [34] , [35] . Similarly for a two-tier urban HCN in [36] , the authors have determined CP for indoor UEs which has shown sensitivity to SBS densification. The future wireless networks are expected to be dense and thus the transmission distance are more likely to be small. Given its simplicity, the single slope (SS) PLM fails to accurately capture path loss for such small distance as it assumes homogeneous attenuation from all distance ranges. Contrarily, in real networks, signal attenuation increases with the distance due to numerous obstacles in the path between UEs and BSs. Therefore, by analyzing the performance of dense HCNs while ignoring the disparity in path loss for varying link and interfering distance would lead to severe inaccuracies [37] and [38] . Consequently, there has been a growing interest in replacing SS-PLM by multi-slope PLMs due to their innate ability to account for extensive variations in communicating and interfering links. It has been shown that the performance of cellular networks significantly improves with SBS densification, when path loss is estimated by DS-PLM instead of SS-PLM [39] , [40] . The critical distance where the received/interfering signal decay rate changes is primarily dependent on antenna heights [41] , while it has been shown in [42] - [44] that the antenna heights at transmitter end significantly effect the DL performance of cellular networks.
B. MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS
The available literature on DL analysis of HCNs considering various load balancing and/or interference management schemes is solely based on SS-PLM and to the best of our knowledge here has been no work reported on analysis of multi-tier cellular networks which explicitly incorporates multi-slope PLM [6] - [9] , [12] , [14] , [19] , [21] , [31] - [33] . Furthermore, the SS-PLM analysis cannot be trivially extended to multi-slope PLM primarily because of two reasons. 1.) The nearest BS UE-AS which is extensively employed in analyzing the single-tier cellular networks becomes invalid in case of multi-tier scenario as there is a high likelihood that UEs might be residing within near proximity of SBSs but still preferring association with distant BSs, 2.) The irregularities associated with cell coverage areas (footprints) due to disparity in transmit power of BS tiers and antenna heights strongly affect the composition of interference in densified HCNs. Thus, the load balancing and/or interference avoiding strategies can be more effectively utilized by employing DS-PLM.
In this paper, the DL analysis of a two-tier dense HCN based on DS-PLM is presented that additionally permits flexible UE association using SBS biasing in the presence of an interference avoiding scheme based on traditional frequency reuse. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• New macro T-AP expression of T-UE is derived using DS-PLM which is found to be a function of critical distance of both tiers. Dissimilar to the SS-PLM where SBS biasing and densification always lead to aggressive offloading of UEs to small tier, DS-PLM expression explicitly highlights the MBS association regions where both SBS biasing and densification are not effective in UE steering. Thus, the usage of DS-PLM highlights the overestimation of UE offloading to small tier in SS-PLM.
• Conditioned on T-UE association with macro tier for link distance greater and smaller than its critical distance, novel CP expressions are derived using DS-PLM. Unlike SS-PLM in which SBS biasing has a negative impact on CP for relatively lower SBS density and no impact at higher SBS density, the CP in DS-PLM illustrates a strong contrasting behavior as CP increases with SBS densification till an optimal SBS density that is further sensitive to small tier critical distance. Similarly, the incorporation of frequency reuse mechanism under SS-PLM has no effect on CP as SBS density is varied owing to the SINR invariance law. While on the contrary, CP in DS-PLM increases till an optimal SBS density. Finally, the joint consideration of both mechanisms considerably improves the performance of deployed HCN as the advantage associated with excessive SBS densification is very much possible with DS-PLM usage. Conclusively, the presented work gives critical design insights in determining optimal parametric values in cellular planning.
C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
Rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section II describes the system model alongside important assumptions. The computation of SBS biasing based T-AP and statistical distance distributions are given in Section III. The derivation of coverage probability (CP) is presented in Section IV. We discuss the results in Section V, while the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, a 2-tier HCN is considered in which BS-tiers and UEs are assumed to be distributed in a service area using independent Poisson Point Processes (PPPs). Let φ M , φ S and φ U represent the PPPs for MBSs, SBSs, and UEs respectively while their respective spatial densities (i.e., number of devices per unit area) are denoted by λ M , λ S and λ U . The transmit powers of BS tiers are represented by P M and P S where it is assumed that P S < P M . Let X M , X S R 2 denote the 2-D coordinates of macro and small BSs respectively. The analysis is carried out for a typical UE (T-UE) located at the origin and Silvnyak's Theorem justifies this assumption owing to a special property of PPPs [45] . The usage of DS-PLM divides the coverage area of every BS into two regions separated by a critical distance (R Ci ) where i M , S, and it is well known in the literature that the size of R Ci is mainly dependent on the antenna heights of the communicating stations [46] . For a two-tier HCN, as shown in Fig. 1 , the overlaying of SBSs on MBSs forms four mutually exclusive regions/cases under the assumption of the independent placement of both BS tiers. The circle around each BS refers to its R Ci and it is clear from the figure that R CM is greater than R CS due to the disparity in heights of macro and small BSs. The description of each association region for T-UE as a function of R CM and R CS is given in Table 1 . It is pertinent to note here that the T-UE can only be present in any one of these four mutually exclusive association regions.
Dissimilar to the SS-PLM, the received power using DS-PLM has two slopes on the logarithmic scale and the constant η i = R α 1i −α 0i Ci is introduced to ensure continuity of the two slopes PLM. Moreover, the introduction of η i conforms to the DS-PLM definitions given in [34] and [47] . Thus, employing DS-PLM ensures that the desired and interfering signals experience region dependent path loss. For instance, if the distance between T-UE and its associated BS is greater than R Ci of the associated BS then the received power decays with α 1i otherwise it falls off with α 0i . Here α 0i and α 1i are the far field PLEs for pre-critical and post-critical distance with 2 < α 0i ≤ α 1i . Similarly, the calculation of received interference at T-UE is also based on its distance from co-tier and inter-tier interfering BSs.
Our model permits T-UE to associate with any BS offering maximum long-term averaged biased received power, thus adopting a flexible UE association to ensure possible extension in coverage range of SBSs. Dissimilar to the UE-AS employed in [32] which is susceptible to the fading induced ping-pong handover effects, our employed UE association policy successfully evades such issues during UE attachment with any particular BS. Moreover, given the densified deployment of SBSs in dense HCNs, a simple frequency reuse mechanism is adopted to reduce the excessive aggregate interference that results in decreasing the received SINRs at UEs. The available frequency band is divided into N equal channels i.e., F 1 , F 2 , ...., F N while we further assume that each BS randomly chooses 1 out of N channels. This means that the T-UE receives interference from each BS with a likelihood of 1/N which is further equivalent to performing an independent thinning of deployed BSs of both tiers.
The T-UE association with any tier is solely based on the highest biased received power in which fading is averaged out but for determining the CP or CCDF of SINR, the impact of fading is considered. The expression for received SINR ( X i (x i )) at T-UE that is located at a distance x i from its associated ith tier BS is given in (1) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where φ M ,n ∪ φ S,n represents a collection of all MBSs and SBSs that operate at the same frequency channel n, d 0 i = 1m is the close-in reference distance for both tiers. The path loss constant at a close-in reference distance d 0 i is represented by L 0 . The DL interference fading coefficient denoted as h X i is modeled as Rayleigh Fading with unitary mean, i.e., h X i ∼ exp (1) while a constant thermal noise power of σ 2 having additive nature is also considered in the system. It is further assumed that none of the deployed BSs of both tiers is unloaded i.e., every BS has some data for its associated UEs. Given the dense deployment of SBSs in the overlaid cellular network, multiple SBSs can appear in the coverage area of any MBS as λ S > λ M and R CM ≥ R CS .
III. TIER ASSOCIATION PROBABILITY (T-AP) AND PDF OF DISTANCE TO THE SERVING BS
In this section, we firstly determine T-AP in the presence of a load balancing scheme based on SBS biasing and then compute the necessary distance distributions of T-UE and serving MBSs. The distribution of X i is given by the 2D null probability of PPP and the likelihood that there is no BS within the circle of radius x i ,
Using (2), the PDF of X i where x i ≥ 0 can be expressed as
By using 2D null probability, the likelihood that T-UE could be located in any of the four association regions (region specifications in terms of R CM and R CS are described in Table 1 ) is given below:
A. TIER ASSOCIATION PROBABILITY
Biased received power (with B M = 0 dB and B S ≥ 0 dB) based UE-AS is employed to ensure a balanced load between the two tiers of HCN. Thus, the T-UE associates with macro tier only if the received power from the nearest MBS is greater than the power offered by the closest SBS even after considering biasing. The complete T-UE association probability with macro tier for all four regions is governed by the total probability law as
where A M,R k is the joint association probability of T-UE with macro tier while T-UE is located in region k.
Theorem 1: The likelihood of T-UE associating with macro tier when path loss is estimated using DS-PLM is expressed as
It is clear from (5) that although macro AP of T-UE is sensitive to λ M and P M but in addition to them, it is further reliant on distance dependent PLEs (α 0i and α 1i ) and the sizes of R CM and R CS as well. Moreover, the effectiveness of SBS biasing in offloading UEs to small tier is also dependent on the UE association regions defined on the basis of R CM and R CS . Therefore, we next present the T-UE association with macro tier in each of the four regions.
x j > R Cj ,
1) T-UE MACRO ASSOCIATION IN CASE-I/R-I

Lemma 1: The association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-I using DS-PLM is given as
It is obvious from (6) that besides λ i and P i , the T-UE association probability in R-I is further sensitive to distance dependent PLEs (α 1M and α 1S ), tier biasing factors (B S and B M ) and critical distance (R CM and R CS ). Proof: The joint association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-I is given by the following probabilistic event
where P r M and P r S are received powers from the nearest macro and small tier BSs respectively. By using DS-PLM, the received powers from nearest both tier BSs in R-I are
respectively. Inserting them in (7) to get
rearranging the terms in (8) gives
From Table 1 , we already know the constraints on X M and X S in R-I that are [X M > R CM ∩ X S > R CS ]. Now by conditioning on X M , (9) takes the integral form
where f X M (x M ) is already given in (3). The integration limits in (10) are from R CM to ∞, as X M is constrained over the same range as well. Now, simplifying (10) by using (2) gives the desired expression for association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-I and completes the proof of (6).
As per the system model, the association of T-UE for a two tier HCN is a Bernoulli event, i.e., having only two possible outcomes which means the T-UE either associates with macro tier or with the small tier. Therefore, the association probability of T-UE with small tier conditioned on R-I can be extracted using conditional probability
where A M|R-I can be easily determined from (6) by using Bayes' rule and the likelihood of T-UE located in R-I ( ).
2) T-UE MACRO ASSOCIATION IN CASE-II/R-II
Lemma 2: The association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-II using DS-PLM is given as
It is an important result as it justifies the need for SBS densification but in regions where UEs cannot associate with their nearest MBSs. Moreover, the necessary condition for associating with the closest MBS in R-II i.e., X S >
also does not hold for realistic parametric values. Furthermore, (P S B S /P M B M η M L 1 ) 1/α 0S is always less than 1 (owing to the difference in transmit powers of both tiers) and by considering values of X M greater than R CM makes the T-UE association with macro tier in R-II improbable. Therefore, the power received by T-UE in R-II from the nearest SBS is always greater than the power received from the closest MBS.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
3) T-UE MACRO ASSOCIATION IN CASE-III/R-III
Lemma 3: The association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-III using DS-PLM is given as
It is evident from (13) that A M,R-III is independent of BS transmit powers and biasing factors. Thus, densifying SBSs in the near-vicinity of MBSs does not help in offloading UEs to SBSs even after assuming biased association criteria, as UEs receive better signal strength from their nearest MBSs and thus associate with them. Therefore, the macro association of T-UE in this region highlights the need for incorporating correlation between positions of MBSs and SBSs to prevent the densification of SBSs in the near-vicinity of MBSs. Such a dependency between BS positions is not considered in this work but it could possibly be extended in this domain. Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
4) T-UE MACRO ASSOCIATION IN CASE-IV/R-IV
Lemma 4: The association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-IV using DS-PLM is given as
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C. VOLUME 7, 2019 Finally, by plugging (6), (12) , (13) and (14) in (4) we get the complete expression for T-UE macro association probability when DS-PLM is used as given in (5) . Moreover, it is clear from the derived expressions of each region that disparity in transmit power of both tiers is the primary reason for creating load imbalance between the BS tiers, and it could be finely tuned by opting subtle values of B S and R CS as both of them can assist in proactive offloading of UEs to small tier.
Moreover, the analysis of T-AP using DS-PLM does not add to the complexity as the generalized expression of T-AP in case of SS-PLM is also integral-based [31] . Furthermore, the expression for T-AP is efficiently computed numerically in contrast to the Monté Carlo methods which heavily rely on time consuming and exhaustive experiment repetitions to account for randomness.
5) REDUCTION TO SS-PLM AND CLOSED-FORM
The derived expression given in (5) for macro T-AP using DS-PLM in a two-tier HCN is integral-based and it is similar to the kth tier AP determined in [31] using SS-PLM. In-fact, (5) reduces to the same integral-based expression determined in [31] for SS-PLM based two-tier HCN when
Moreover, (5) further simplifies to a closed-form solution when it is assumed that all path loss exponents are same i.e.
From (15), it can be easily inferred that the UE association with any tier is more dominantly influenced by its spatial density when compared with either of the transmit powers or biasing factors. This simplified result depicts a different story to the DS-PLM case which shows a reasonable sensitivity to both critical distance and biasing as they play a vital role in UE offloading to smaller tiers.
B. DISTRIBUTION OF THE STATISTICAL DISTANCES BETWEEN T-UE AND ITS SERVING BS
In order to determine the CP, it is important to derive the distance distribution between T-UE and its serving BS. Before we present the derivation of distance PDFs for MBSs, it is vital to understand that the T-UE could be associated with any tier in two ways given the UE association policy is fulfilled i.e., when its distance with the nearest MBS is greater than R CM or lesser to it. Therefore, we derive two PDFs of X M conditioned on the distance between T-UE and its nearest associated MBS.
1) THE PDF GIVEN T-UE IS MACRO TIER ASSOCIATED AND DISTANCE BETWEEN T-UE AND NEAREST MBS IS GREATER THAN R CM
Lemma 5: The PDF given T-UE is located at distance greater than R CM from its associated MBS is given as
Proof: For a macro tier associated T-UE which is located at a distance greater than R CM , the likelihood of event X M > x M is given as
By converting the right hand side (R.H.S) of (17) into joint probability, we get
In (18), the sub-event P r M > P r S , X M > R CM can be expanded based on the knowledge of association probability regions i.e., R-I and R-II to get
The R.H.S of (19) refers to two mutually exclusive events that cannot occur at the same time. Then by using (7) and (39), we can re-write (19) as
Now by inserting (20) into (18) to get
The expression in (21) is simplified with the help of (9) and (12) , and then it is re-arranged to get
using PDF of X M , (22) can be expressed as
The CDF of X M is given by
, and the desired PDF of X M conditioned on distance between T-UE and associated MBS greater than R CM is obtained by taking derivative of its CDF followed by simplification to complete the proof of (16).
2) THE PDF GIVEN T-UE IS MACRO TIER ASSOCIATED AND DISTANCE BETWEEN T-UE AND NEAREST MBS IS SMALLER THAN R CM Lemma 6: The PDF given T-UE is located at distance smaller than R CM from its associated MBS is given as
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D.
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY
Coverage probability (CP) is defined as the likelihood of having the received instantaneous SINR at T-UE above a predefined target τ . As discussed in case of T-AP, employing DS-PLM divides the coverage area of any BS into two regions. The T-UE could be in coverage from tier i by associating with it while lying at a distance smaller or farther than R Ci from nearest BS in that tier i and the received instantaneous SINR at T-UE is above the target τ . Densification of SBSs in the overlaid network is like a double edged sword, it brings the network resource in close proximity to UEs which helps in achieving the desired data rates but at the cost of excessive interference. To account for the detrimental impact of this increased interference, we employ a simple yet effective frequency reuse mechanism. In our CP analysis based on frequency reuse, if the T-UE associates with a BS (that belongs to a set which is comprised of BSs from both tiers) which operates at frequency channel N 1 , then it would receive interference only from that particular set of BSs as all other BSs operating at different frequency channels do not add to the aggregate interference faced by it.
For computing the overall network CP, we determine CP for each tier conditioned on regions i.e., X i > R Ci and X i < R Ci , where i M , S. Similar to the T-AP of T-UE, the complete network CP is governed by total probability law as
where i refers to the number of tiers in HCN while j indicates the newly formed regions which are dependent on R CM and R CS respectively. The coverage offered by tier i to T-UE located in region j, given the T-UE is associated with tier i is denoted by C P i|R j . Moreover, A i,R j represents the joint association probability of T-UE with ith tier while it lies in region j. For instance, A M ,R 2 refers to macro association of T-UE while the distance between T-UE and its associated MBS is smaller than R CM i.e., A M ,R 2 = A M,R-III +A M,R-IV where A M,R-III and A M,R-IV have already been determined in subsection III-A. It is important to note that, T-UE can only be associated with a single tier at once while being located in one of the two mutually exclusive regions. The CCDF of SINR ( X i (x i )) of T-UE at a distance x i from its associated ith tier BS can be expressed by using (1) as
where l(x i ) represents the path-loss in general, while I denotes the cumulative interference received by T-UE from both co-tier and inter-tier interfering BSs that are operating at frequency channel N . Solving for h Xi in (26) gives
where h Xi represents the channel gains which are assumed to be Rayleigh distributed, thus, simplified form of (27) is given as
where L I M and L I S are the Laplace transforms of interference from macro and small tier BSs respectively. It is clear from (28) that the UE can associate with any BS tier, but it faces interference from both tier BSs.
A. COVERAGE PROBABILITY OF T-UE ASSOCIATED WITH MACRO TIER
Theorem 2: The coverage probability of T-UE associated with macro tier is defined as the likelihood that instantaneous received SINR of at T-UE is greater than the predefined threshold τ , and expressed as
where
and the limits of two integrals represent the region in which T-UE is located w.r.t its associated BS.
As per the system model, T-UE can be located in one of the two mutually exclusive regions. Therefore, the CCDF of received SINR at T-UE located at distance x i has to be computed for both the regions. Next, we determine the contribution of each region.
1) MACRO TIER CP IN R-1
The macro tier CP in R 1 i.e., (x M > R CM ) is given as
Proof: The macro tier CP in R 1 is given by the following integral equation as
where f X M |X M >R CM (x M ) is already determined in section III-B and is given in (16) 
] is yet to be derived. The limits of integration in (31) are from R CM to ∞ as the distance between T-UE and closest MBS (to which T-UE associates) is greater than R CM .
Using (28) and substituting the respective parametric values, the CCDF conditioned on x M greater than R CM can be expressed as
The computation of (32) further requires determining the summation of interference from all co-tier (L I M ) and intertier (L I S ) interfering BSs that are operating at frequency channel N . Using Campbell Mecke Theorem and probability generating functional (PGFL) of PPP, the Laplace transform, L I M is given as
where the distance of T-UE from co-tier MBSs which are operating at frequency channel N is greater than R CM . Therefore, the integration limits in computation of L I M are from x M to ∞. Simplifying the integrand in (33) by substituting u M = x α 1M M τ −2/α 1M y 2 and solving it gives
where 2 F 1 [ . ] is the well-known Gauss Hypergeometric function and (34) gives the contribution of macro tier interference in CCDF conditioned on x M greater than R CM . Similar to (33) , the L I S is also expressed as
where the integration limits in (35) are from g B to ∞, as the cross-tier interferers are at least apart by g B , given x M is greater than R CM . Moreover, similar to (33) , the T-UE faces interference from only those SBSs which are operating at frequency channel N . Simplifying the integrand in (35) by
and solving it gives
where (36) gives the contribution of inter-tier interference in macro CCDF conditioned on x M greater than R CM . Now by plugging the values of L I M and L I S in (32) , results in
Finally by inserting (37) into (31), we get the desired expression for macro tier CP in R 1 to complete the proof of (30).
2) MACRO TIER CP IN R-2
The macro tier CP in R 2 i.e., (x M < R CM ) is given as
Proof: Please refer to Appendix E. By evaluating the derived integral-based expressions of conditional CP in (30) and (38) for both regions, the conditional coverage of macro tier is obtained. Similarly, the expressions for small tier CP can also be derived using the above procedure. Finally, the complete network CP expression is determined from (25) when conditional coverage expressions of both tiers are multiplied with respective regional association probabilities.
B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
In this subsection, we present algorithms for determining the coverage/outage of a two-tier HCN using DS-PLM and SS-PLM respectively. These algorithms are then used to estimate the computational complexity for both path loss models [11] and [48] .
In Algorithm 1, firstly the received power from both BS tiers is determined at the T-UE. Secondly, in accordance with the UE-AS adopted in this paper, the averaged received powers from the nearest MBS and SBS are then compared and the T-UE associates with the BS which offers the highest received power. Once the tier association of T-UE is determined, the received SINR from the associated BS is then compared with the target SINR threshold. Finally, this last comparison decides whether the T-UE is under coverage from the associated BS or not. Similar to algorithm 1, the T-UE association with any BS tier in DS-PLM (i.e., algorithm 2) is also determined firstly but the received power in this case is additionally dependent on the respective BS tier critical distances of both tiers.
It is worth mentioning here that the CP estimation using SS-PLM and DS-PLM algorithms follow a linearly growing complexity order i.e., O(λ M + λ S ), where λ M and λ S refer to the spatial densities of MBSs and SBSs respectively in a given network with coverage area A. Moreover, given the excessive deployment of SBSs in meeting the capacity demands, O(λ M + λ S ) can be safely approximated by O(λ S ).
V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed model and to perform a comparative analysis, we employ Monté Carlo methods to obtain numerical results. In our simulation setup, without loss of generality, a T-UE is placed at the origin for network realization while BSs of both tiers are deployed for VOLUME 7, 2019 Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Determining Coverage/Outage of a Two-Tier HCN Using SS-PLM 1: S ← λ S A 2: M ← λ M A 3: x U ← (0, 0) i.e., Typical User is fixed at the origin 4: for m = 1 to M do 5: x M ← (Distance of T-UE from mth MBS) 6 :
7: end for 8: x M MIN ← min(x M ) 9: P UM MAX ← max(P UM ) 10: for s = 1 to S do 11: x S ← (Distance of T-UE from sth SBS) 12 :
13: end for 14: x S MIN ← min(x S ) 15: P US MAX ← max(P US ) 16 : if (P UM MAX > P US MAX ) then 17: if ( (x M MIN ) > τ ) then 18 28 : return C numerous times and reported results are the average values from these simulation runs. The derived mathematical expressions for both T-AP and CP given in (4) and (25) 
10:
end if 11: end for 12: x M MIN ← min(x M ) 13: P UM MAX ← max(P UM ) 14: for s = 1 to S do 15: x S ← (Distance of T-UE from sth SBS) 16: if x S (s) ≤ R CS then 17 :
18: else 19 :
20:
end if 21: end for 22: x S MIN ← min(x S ) 23: P US MAX ← max(P US ) 24: if (P UM MAX > P US MAX ) then 25: if ( (x M MIN ) > τ ) then 26 36 : return C owing to the reduction in distance between UEs and SBSs. Moreover, in order to prove the correctness of our DS-LPM analysis for macro T-AP, the simulation results are also plotted in Fig. 2 and both are found to be in good agreement. Fig.2 further illustrates that when path loss is estimated through one size fits all approach i.e., SS-PLM, the densification of SBSs results in significant offloading of UEs to small tier. This is because the distance between UEs and SBSs decrease with the increasing λ S , thus improving the received signal strength at UEs from their nearby SBSs. On the contrary, densifying SBSs in case of DS-PLM fails to swiftly reduce the UE load from macro tier as the association area of each BS reduces due to DS-PLM incorporation and thus the cell-edge UEs are pushed to their nearby BSs. In other words, UEs receive better power levels from both tier BSs owing to a smaller path loss for shorter link distance only which restricts a rapid reduction in macro tier load. Using DS-PLM, a considerable improvement in UE steering to small tier can be achieved by increasing the size of R CS . While it is important to note that, the increase in R CS size is achieved by increasing the heights of transmit antennas but the recent literature on dense SBSs does not recommend increasing heights of BSs to ensure better performance of dense HCNs. Thus, DS-PLM incorporation highlights the overestimation of UEs offloading to small tier in dense HCNs when using SS-PLM.
1) COMPARISON OF T-AP USING SS-PLM AND DS-PLM
For a thorough insight of UEs association with macro tier using DS-PLM, we show macro AP for each association region against varying λ S in Fig. 3 . The T-AP is significantly impacted by SBS densification as the distance between UEs and SBSs is directly related to it. Moreover, it is evident from Fig.3 that at lower levels of SBS densification, the UEs prefer associating with macro tier as reflected by higher macro T-AP in regions R-I and R-III. This is because the power received by UEs from their respective nearest MBSs is typically higher than the power offered by the closest SBSs. Furthermore, at lower SBS densification, the distance between UEs and their respective nearest SBSs in mostly greater than R CS and given the transmit power disparity between both tiers; the UEs prefer macro tier association which leads to a lightly loaded small tier. While on the contrary, higher SBS densification does lead to a considerable offloading of UEs to small tier as the distance between UEs and their closest SBSs significantly decrease. Interestingly, when the distance between UEs and their nearest SBSs is smaller than R CS , some of UEs may also lie at distances smaller than R CM as well, given a much bigger size of R CM as compared to R CS . Therefore, the disparity in transmit powers of both tiers impels some of the UEs to associate with their nearest MBSs. Consequently, the DS-PLM incorporation has highlighted the need for employing an effective load balancing strategy to ensure fairness in UEs load distribution amongst BS tiers.
2) IMPACT OF SBS BIASING ON T-AP
Given the overestimation of UEs offloading to small tier in dense HCNs using SS-PLM, employing SBS biasing to further reduce the load on macro tier only adds to the inaccuracies in estimating the tier loads. On the contrary, using DS-PLM and given its high accuracy as compared to SS-PLM in estimating the path loss in dense networks, we employ static SBS biasing scheme to artificially enhance the association area of SBSs to offload some of the UEs from MBSs to their nearby SBSs. In Fig. 4 for a fixed λ S = 50λ M , macro T-AP for varying SBS biasing is plotted for each association region. It is clear from Fig. 4 that by increasing B S for a fixed λ S , the macro T-AP decreases in R-I and R-IV. While macro T-AP is independent of B S variation in association region R-III as UEs prefer macro tier association in it. Similarly, in R-II the UEs prefer to associate with small tier thus it is also independent of variation in B S .
Furthermore from the perspective of SBS densification, considering biased received power from SBSs in dense HCNs helps in reducing the UE access load from macro tier. It is evident from Fig. 5 that adopting SBS biasing at smaller λ S has a pronounced effect on UE steering than at higher values of λ S . This is because, the UEs are distantly located from SBSs at lower λ S but when biasing is applied it steers significant number of UEs to small tier as cell ranges of SBSs are increased. While on the other hand, considering biased received power in highly dense scenarios is relatively less effective in steering UEs as most of the UEs already receive higher signal strength from SBSs given reduced distance from SBSs due to SBS densification.
B. COVERAGE PROBABILITY
In this subsection, we present our main results on CP (SINR distribution) for varying τ and λ S from different aspects including unbiased and biased association scenarios, incorporation of frequency reuse and integration of both biasing and frequency reuse mechanisms. In order to compare the unbiased T-UE association based CP for both DS and SS-PLM against varying τ (shown in Fig. 6 ), the CP for SS-PLM is plotted for λ S = 50λ M . Similarly, the impact of densifying λ S on CP for both PLMs is shown in Fig. 7 as the results are compared for τ = 0 dB. It is clear from both figures that the simulation and analysis perfectly match with each other thus corroborating the accuracy of our DS-PLM analysis for CP as well.
1) COMPARISON OF CP USING SS-PLM AND DS-PLM
It is clear from Fig. 6 that the simplistic approach of estimating the path loss using SS-PLM is error-prone as the received signal is underestimated while the interfering signals from the distantly located BSs are overestimated which results in a decreased CP. While on the contrary, DS-PLM accounts for the varying communicating and interfering links by assuming distance dependent path loss for each of them. Besides this, DS-PLM usage also reduces the coverage area of each BS which not only ensures UEs association with their nearby BSs but it also avoids the overestimation of interference received from distantly located interfering BSs. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that at SINR threshold (τ ) = 20 dB and λ S = 50λ M , the estimated CP using SS-PLM is just 5% while for same parametric values, the CP estimated using DS-PLM is approximately 40%. The incorrect estimation of path loss in both desired and interfering signals has caused this massive difference in CP predictions.
In Fig 7, we have presented a comparison of estimated CP for both PLMs against varying SBS densification. It can be readily observed from the figure that CP estimation using SS-PLM in dense HCNs is independent of variation in SBS density. This invariance of CP is mainly due to the equilibrating effect of increased signal strength and interference received at the UEs. Conversely, the application of DS-PLM in dense HCNs results in a sharply contrasting response as the estimated CP is found to be a function of λ S . The CP increases with the increase in λ S , but only till an optimal λ S OPT after which the CP starts decreasing. The initial increase in λ S reduces the average distance between SBSs and UEs which improves the received power at UEs while restricts the interference from increasing owing to the distance dependent path loss for distances smaller and larger than R CS . For a fixed sized R CS , densifying SBSs such that λ S ≥ λ S OPT not only reduces the distance between UEs and their respective associated SBSs but the interference from some nearby co-tier SBSs also start getting dominant which causes reduction in the overall CP.
It is also evident from Fig. 7 that the size of R CS determines the optimal density of small tier that maximizes the CP, as the maximum CP is obtained at different values of λ S when R CS is varied from 55m to 200m. Thus when considering DS-PLM, the noise and interference limited regimes in SBS densification are also a function of R CS size. Employing a smaller R CS permits a relatively higher level of SBS densification as compared to a bigger sized R CS . This is because, bigger size of R CS not only brings the desired SBS in close proximity of T-UE but it also reduces the distance of interfering SBSs from T-UE. This observation suggests to employ small sized R CS to avoid excessively increased interference levels and validates the recent results suggesting lowering of SBS antenna heights.
2) IMPACT OF SBS BIASING ON CP
For a fixed λ S and τ , the impact of B S variation on CP estimated using SS-PLM and DS-PLM is presented in Fig. 8 . It is clear from the figure that SBS biasing results in performance degradation i.e., CP reduces for both PLMs with the increase in B S . Though SBS biasing helps in offloading the UEs from heavily loaded macro tier to small tier but it does so at the cost of increased network outage as the received interference at offloaded UEs increase significantly. The pushing of UEs to small tier from macro tier improves the coverage offered by macro tier as most of its cell-edge UEs are pushed to associate with small tier. While on the other hand, these pushed UEs receive excessive interference from their nearby MBSs which increases the outage probability in small tier. At lower SBS densification level, the difference between the values of CP estimated using both PLMs increases with the increase in BS owing to the under/over estimation of the desired/interfering signals in SS-PLM. For instance, by considering a biased UE-AS with B S = 20 dB, τ = 0 dB and λ S = 10λ M , the CP estimated using SS-PLM reduces by 32.9% while the predicted CP using DS-PLM decreases by 22.9 % only. It is clear from these statistics that similar to the overestimation of UEs offloading to small tier in case of T-AP, the SS-PLM overestimates CP degradation due to biased UE-AS, which results in erroneous CP analysis.
A comparison of CP estimation using SS-PLM and DS-PLM for the SBS densification in the presence of different SBS biasing factors (B S = 0, 5, 10 dB) is depicted in Fig. 9 . The figure illustrates that employing SBS biasing degrades the CP when estimated using SS-PLM in the presence of lower SBS densification levels. This is because the overestimation in offloading UEs to small tier due to SBS biasing at smaller λ S causes excessive interference from macro tier which degrades the overall CP of the two-tier HCN. This degradation in CP settles down at relatively higher λ S as by then most of the UEs are already associated with small tier and the equilibrating effect of increased signal strength and interference ensures the CP remains constant afterwards.
Similarly in case of DS-PLM, employing SBS biasing at lower λ S results in a small degradation of CP as the offloading of UEs to small tier results in dominant interference from nearby MBSs. At relatively higher values of SBS densification such that λ S ≤ λ S OPT , the CP increases as the distance between UEs and SBSs reduce which further improves the biased received power levels while restricting the interference from increasing given distance dependent path loss approximation. Densifying SBSs beyond λ S OPT in biased scenario results in a faster degradation of CP as compared to the unbiased case, owing to the increase in number of proximate interfering BSs which further enhances the interference received by offloaded UEs. However, the difference between biased and unbiased predicted CP using DS-PLM significantly reduce at very high SBS densification as UEs mostly associate with small tier and as result impact of biasing diminishes swiftly.
3) IMPACT OF INCORPORATING FREQUENCY REUSE ON CP
Given the need for densified SBSs in meeting the rapidly increasing capacity demands of emerging networks, the decreasing distance between deployed infrastructures requires utilization of efficient interference management mechanisms to avoid performance degradation of the networks. Fig. 10 shows the effect of employing frequency reuse mechanism in dense deployment of SBSs in a two-tier dense FIGURE 11. Impact of reuse factor (N) on coverage probability for varying SBS densification.
HCN using both SS-PLM and DS-PLM. It is clear from the figure that at a fixed λ S and target SINR τ , increasing the reuse factor N improves the overall CP for both PLMs as the number of interfering BSs and interference received from both BS tiers diminishes. There is a notable difference between estimated values of CP using both PLMs for varying N, as SS-PLM overrates the advantage of incorporating frequency reuse mechanism. Given the homogeneous signal attenuation from all distance ranges, SS-PLM overestimates the strength of the interfering signals from distantly located BSs, and when this exaggerated interference is avoided with the incorporation of frequency reuse mechanism, it results in a significant increase in CP. For instance, the CP estimated using SS-PLM at N = 1 (i.e., universal frequency reuse) is 53.9 % and increases to 86.4 % at N = 7; whereas, in case of DS-PLM, the increase in CP isn't that swift as the estimated CP which increases from 56 % to 80 %.
Similar to SBS biasing, Fig. 11 illustrates the impact of incorporating frequency reuse on estimating CP using both PLMs over varying λ S . For SS-PLM, the increase in N improves the CP but SBS densification has no notable impact on CP due to the counter-balancing effect of increased received power and interference at UEs. While on the contrary, increasing N along with SBS densification enhances CP because of two reasons, 1) the decrease in distance between UEs and SBSs due to SBS densification and 2) the reduction in excessive interference due to frequency reuse.
4) IMPACT OF INTEGRATED SBS BIASING AND FREQUENCY REUSE INCORPORATION ON CP
In Fig. 12 for a fixed λ S , the impact of varying SBS biasing B S on CP for different values of reuse factor N is depicted. The figure illustrates that by increasing N while keeping B S fixed, the CP improves as number of interfering BSs are reduced. Thus, the UEs experience lesser interference from interfering BSs of both tiers. Contrarily, by increasing B S while ensuring a fixed N degrades the CP owing to the excessive interference faced by UEs due to high offloading of UEs to small tier. Similar trends can also be observed in Fig. 13 where the impact of varying N on CP for different values of B S is depicted for a fixed λ S . The joint impact of incorporating both SBS biasing and frequency reuse on CP estimated using DS-PLM in the presence of SBS densification is shown in Fig. 14. The figure clearly illustrates that the joint incorporation of both mechanisms is highly conducive in dense deployments of SBSs as it not only ensures a balanced tier load but it is equally effective in avoiding excessive interference occurring mostly due to SBS densification and UEs offloading from macro tier to small tier. It is important to mention here that although, unbiased UE-AS results in a higher coverage as compared to biased UE-AS but with subtle choice of reuse factor (N) the negative impact of SBS biasing can be curtailed effectively. For instance, by considering a biased UE-AS with B S = 20 dB, τ = 0 dB, λ S = 50λ M and N = 7, the CP estimated using DS-PLM is 83.7 %. Conversely, by adopting an unbiased UE-AS with universal frequency reuse, the predicted CP using DS-PLM is 64.1 %. The results clearly signify the benefits of utilizing both load balancing and interference management mechanisms under DS-PLM, and give critical design insights for finding optimal parametric values in cellular planning.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of a twotier dense HCN that permits flexible UE association based on SBS biasing while additionally incorporating frequency reuse mechanism to reduce the excessive interference. Dissimilar to SS-PLM that adopts a simplistic approach of estimating path loss for all link/interfering distance, employing DS-PLM efficiently approximates the path loss by adopting a discrepant signal decay rate for link/interfering distance smaller and greater than critical distance. Moreover, using DS-PLM further avoids the overestimation of benefits/drawbacks associated with SBS biasing and frequency reuse mechanisms. Thus, the DS-PLM incorporation has resulted in a significant change in the performance of dense HCNs, as both T-AP and CP have shown some striking results in contrast to SS-PLM.
The T-AP expressions derived using DS-PLM have shown that UE-AS based on unbiased strongest received power does not swiftly reduce the load on macro tier with increasing λ S , as overestimated by the SS-PLM. Therefore, to account for the disparity in transmit powers of both tiers and to alleviate the excessive burden off macro tier, it is necessary to employ a biased UE-AS. Moreover, the CP estimation was greatly influenced by DS-PLM usage as it not only improved the network CP when compared with SS-PLM but it further highlighted the dependency of CP on λ S as well i.e.,(non-compliance of the renowned SINR Invariance Law). Moreover, it has been shown that biased UE-AS degrades the CP thus, it is equally important to employ frequency reuse mechanism to avoid excessive interference occurring mostly due to SBS densification and UEs offloading from macro tier. Finally with the assistance of extensive numerical results, it has been shown that the usage of SBS biasing in conjunction with frequency reuse mechanism significantly improves the overall performance of deployed HCN.
This work can be extended by relaxing some of this paper assumptions like introducing multiple antennas, modeling small scale fading by Nakagami-m or by inculcating correlation between BS locations of both tiers. Moreover, employing DS-PLM in analyzing the performance of uplink/downlink decoupling based HCNs could also be a possible extension of this work.
APPENDIXES PROOF OF MACRO T-AP IN R-II
The probabilistic event defining joint association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-II is given as
where P r M and P r S are received powers from the closest macro and small tier BSs respectively. Similar to R-I, the received powers at T-UE using DS-PLM from nearest both tier BSs in R-II are P r
respectively. Inserting them in (39) to get
rearranging the terms in (40) gives
From Table 1 , we already know the constraints on X M and X S in R-II that are [X M > R CM ∩ X S < R CS ]. Now by conditioning on X M , (41) takes the integral form
and f X M (x M ) is already given in (3) . The integration limits in (42) are from R CM to ∞, as X M is constrained over the same range as well. Now, simplifying (42) by using (2) gives the desired expression for association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-II and completes the proof of (12).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF MACRO T-AP IN R-III
The probabilistic event defining joint association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-III is given as
where P r M and P r S are received powers from the closest macro and small tier BSs respectively. Similar to R-I and R-II, the received powers at T-UE using DS-PLM from nearest both tier BSs in R-III are P r
respectively. Inserting them in (43) to get
rearranging the terms in (44) gives
From Table 1 , we already know the constraints on X M and X S in R-III that are [X M < R CM ∩ X S > R CS ]. Now by conditioning on X M , (45) takes the integral form
and f X M (x M ) is already given in (3). The integration limits in (46) are from 0 to R CM , as X M is constrained over the same range as well. Now, simplifying (46) by using (2) gives the desired expression for association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-III and completes the proof of (13).
APPENDIX C PROOF OF MACRO T-AP IN R-IV
Similar to the proofs of macro tier association in R-I,R-II and R-III, we once again define a probabilistic event for defining joint association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-IV as
where P r M and P r S are received powers from the closest macro and small tier BSs respectively. The received powers 
rearranging the terms in (48) gives
From Table 1 , we already know the constraints on X M and X S in R-IV that are [X M < R CM ∩ X S < R CS ]. Now by conditioning on X M , (49) takes the integral form
where f X M (x M ) is already given in (3). The integration limits in (50) are from 0 to R CM , as X M is constrained over the same range as well. Now, simplifying (50) by using (2) gives the desired expression for association probability of T-UE with macro tier in R-IV and completes the proof of (14) .
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THE DISTANCE PDF BETWEEN T-UE AND NEAREST MBS WHEN DISTANCE IS SMALLER THAN R CM
For a macro tier associated T-UE which is located at a distance smaller than R CM , the likelihood of event X M > x M is given as
By converting the right hand side (R.H.S) of (51) into joint probability, we get
In (52), the sub-event P r M > P r S , X M < R CM can be expanded based on the knowledge of association probability regions i.e., R-III and R-IV to get 
The R.H.S of (53) refers to two mutually exclusive events that cannot occur at the same time. Then by using (43) and (47), we can re-write (53) as 
using PDF of X M , (56) can be expressed as
Now by simplifying (57), we get
The CDF of X M is given by F X M (x M ) = 1 − P[X M > x M ], and the desired PDF of X M conditioned on distance between T-UE and associated MBS smaller than R CM is obtained by taking derivative of its CDF followed by simplification to complete the proof of (24) .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF MACRO TIER CP IN R-2
Similar to (31) , the integral form of macro tier CP in R 2 is given as
where f X M |X M <R CM (x M ) is already determined in section III-B and is given in (24) , while P[ X M |X M <R CM (x M ) > τ ] is yet to be derived. The limits of integration in (59) are from 0 to R CM as the T-UE lies within the R CM of its closest MBS.
After substituting suitable parametric values in (28) , the conditioned macro tier CCDF given x M smaller than R CM can be expressed as
In region x M smaller than R CM , the T-UE can possibly receive co-tier interference from MBSs operating at frequency channel N and located at distance both greater and smaller than R CM . Therefore, L I M for x M smaller than R CM contains two integrals in its expression
Solving the integration in (61), we get
Similarly, the inter-tier interference in region x M smaller than R CM may also come from two distance ranges thus resulting in two integrals for determining of L I S as well. The limits of integration for computing interference from SBSs lying at distance smaller than R CS are g A to R CS while for interferers lying at distance farther than R CS are R CS to ∞. The integral form of inter-tier interference is given as
solving integrations in (63) gives
The resultant expression for macro tier contribution in CCDF of received SINR for x M smaller than R CM is obtained by inserting (62) and (64) in (60) to get
Finally by inserting (65) into (59), we get the desired expression for macro tier CP in R 2 to complete the proof of (38).
